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Manager’s Corner
This is the first newsletter article I’ve written since
the 2012 Board of Directors took office, so let me
take a minute to congratulate the new and returning
board Members. Harvey Galan, who is now the
president, will oversee the painting, clubhouse,
pool, and tennis courts. Joel Rosenthal takes a new
chair as 1st VP and has volunteered to handle
contracts, lawsuits, and documents. Steve Bayer
moves to 2nd VP and will continue to be in charge
of safety and security. Sy Kugelmas retains the
position of treasurer. Janice Davidson will remain
the secretary and see to all of the Association’s
insurance needs. Mort Goldstein has a member-at-large position and the
grounds committee. Let’s give a big welcome to new Board Member Liz
Hopwood, who will review all ARC requests. For Liz to form a proper ARC
Committee, she needs volunteers. If you’d like to help her out, stop by the
office and leave your contact information.
The Board has amended the Rules and Regulations to define “No overnight
parking on the streets or in the clubhouse parking lot” to mean no parking
between 1:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. There is no parking on the grass or swale
areas at any time. Please inform your guests of this policy and ask that they
park in your driveway, without blocking the sidewalks, or along the curbs.
I’ve mentioned this several times in past newsletter articles and monthly
reports, but here I go again. Many of the homes in the community still have
their original landscaping. Most landscape plants – not including seasonal
flowers that should be changed out twice each year – only have a life
expectancy of 4-5 years. Proper trimming and fertilizing can extend these
plants beyond that, but regular thorough maintenance or replacement will keep
your home attractive year after year. Residents are responsible for
maintaining their landscaping, which includes “replacing any dead or
obviously dying plants, trees, or shrubs,” as is stated in the Majestic Isles
Documents Article XII Paragraph A (1).
Speeding and ignoring traffic signs in the community have been an issue for
years. We can’t blame it all on vendors, UPS or FedEx because many of the
moving violations I have witnessed involve residents. It’s really easy to see
that yellow sticker on cars as they pass me. Let your friends and visitors
know that the speed limit in Majestic Isles is 19 mph. It’s not very hard to tell
the difference between 19 and 35. Also, remember the stop signs are here for
a reason. We’ve already had a serious collision at the 4-way stop at Royal
Caribbean/Grand Harbour/Imperial Seas, and I’d really hate to see another
that involves serious injury. Keeping residents safe is always a major concern,
so please, please, stop at the stop signs and heed the 19 mph speed limit.
The whole property is your home and we all need to work together to make
Majestic Isles the best that it can be.
Ken Miller, Association Manager
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Unofficial Highlights of M.I. Board of
Directors Meeting, January 12, 2011
Minutes of the Jan. 12 meeting will not be available until
the Board approves them at the next meeting. To inform
residents in a timely manner, we present the unofficial and
abbreviated notes below.

President’s Report, Harvey Galan
 Committee Chairs for 2012: Security, Steve
Bayer; Insurance, Janet Davidson; Grounds, Mort
Goldstein; Contracts, Lawsuits, Documents, Joel
Rosenthal; Architectural Review, Liz Hopwood;
Painting, Clubhouse, Pool and Tennis Courts,
Harvey Galan.
Treasurer’s Report, Sy Kugelmas
 (Residents may request, at the office, the report of
the Jan. 12, 2012 cash positions and statement of
operation.)
 Maintenance receivable: As of 1/12/12, one unit is
in arrears. Association has filed for foreclosure. The
outstanding balance of the 1st quarter of 2012 is
$38,614, which is approximately 8.6% of the total
maintenance fees due for the quarter.
 The annual audit for the Association is expected to
begin during January. We expect the audit will be
completed on or before March 1, 2012.
 Resales for 2011: Five patio homes were sold in
2011 for an average of $165,000. Seven single family
homes for an average of $224,000.
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New Business
 Motion to have Ken Miller send an email and
registered letter to the resident who has not removed
three dead Queen palms as asked. Motion to give
resident two weeks to remove the trees, or have the
Association remove them and bill resident for the
costs, passed by unanimous vote.
 Ken Miller and Joel Rosenthal are to send a letter
notifying Continental that Majestic Isles does not
wish to participate in the CERTUS vendor
certification program through Continental.
 Motion to accept the proposal from Pro Tennis for
reconditioning of tennis courts passed unanimously.
Motion to purchase four signs for the tennis courts, as
presented by Ken Miller, passed unanimously.
 Yiddish Club to be sent a letter requiring a $50
check deposit before every function to cover any
cleaning costs. The money will be returned after 6
months providing clean-up responsibilities are met.
 Motion to purchase six shirts and one jacket each
for Cris and Esther at a cost of $300 passed 6-0.
 Board agreed to renew Motion Picture Licensing
Corp. license for $507.47.
 Motion to amend the Rules and Regulations to
include no parking on the streets from 1:00 to 6 a.m.
passed by a 5-1 vote.

Committee Reports
Security, Steve Bayer
 Three rows of red reflectors will be added to the
street in front of the Woolbright exit gates and the
yellow reflectors at the intersections will be replaced.
Grounds, Mort Goldstein
 Grounds Committee will meet on Feb. 3 at 3 p.m.
 The Copperleaf plantings on the outer perimeter
wall seem to be growing well.
ARC, Liz Hopwood
Notice will be put on channel 63 requesting
volunteers for the ARC Committee.
Clubhouse, Harvey Galan
 Roof repairs on clubhouse are almost completed.
Unfinished Business
 Motion to have Hartzell paint the sign areas for
$2,997 failed 3-4. Ken Miller is to get at least 2 more
proposals.
Please patronize our advertisers and tell them you saw their ad in the Majestic Isles News.
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER

SAFETY IN THE ISLES
By Steve Bayer

By Harvey Galan

Do you have papers around the house you want to
discard? Because of the increasing prevalence of
identity theft, it’s important to think of all the old
sensitive information, such as financial reports, bills,
checks, IRS forms over 7 years old, as well as credit
card information and anything containing your social
security number.

On behalf of the members of the Board
of Directors, I wish everyone a healthy,
happy new year in a world of peace.

A specially designed truck from “Micro Shred,” a
commercial licensed and bonded shredding company,
will be in the clubhouse parking lot at 9:30 on
Wednesday, February 8. You can bring your
material to the truck and actually watch on a video
screen as your papers are shredded and destroyed.
Because the Majestic Isles Homeowners Association
is subsidizing this project, the cost to you will be only
$2 for the equivalent of a box that is 10” x 12” x 15.”
You may bring your papers in a box or in a paper or
plastic bag and the attendants will estimate the
number of equivalent boxes for you. Paper clips and
staples are OK, but please no plastic items such as
credit cards, CD’s and DVD’s, loose-leaf binders or
plastic sheet protectors.
Do you have a fire extinguisher in your home and
possibly one in your car? If not, why not? Do you
know if your fire extinguisher will work? If not,
have it inspected. On Thursday, February 16, from
9:00 to 11:00 a.m., we will have a fire extinguisher
company representative in the clubhouse parking lot.
He will be here to test your present extinguisher or
sell you a new one. It is recommended that every
home should have at least one. If you aren’t sure how
to use a fire extinguisher, we will have an ex-fire
chief there to demonstrate and give instructions.
If your fire extinguisher is more than 10 years old, it
is recommended that you replace it. All fire
extinguishers have a limited life and the pressure
gauge may give a false indication of its usefulness.
Consequently, the National Fire Protection
Association recommends that they be inspected
annually. In addition, not all fire extinguishers are
repairable or refillable. The certified inspector for
this program will not inspect fire extinguishers that
are 10 years old or older and recommends that they
be replaced.
Any questions, please give me a call at 737-0495.

We welcome Liz Hopwood, our new Board member,
who has taken on the role of member-at-large.
We thank Bonnie for taking the time to decorate our
lobby, making it festive for the recent holiday season.
Majestic Isles will face many challenges in the year
2012. Our goal is to deal with each of these issues
and continue to meet our fiscal responsibility to the
community.
The Board invites all Majestic Isles residents to
attend our workshop and Board meetings. The
workshop meetings are held the first Monday
afternoon of the month at 2:00 p.m. and the Board
meets on the first Thursday evening at 7:30 p.m.

GOOD AND WELFARE
GET WELL
Jeanie Abramowitz Al Danziger Marilyn Reiss
Helen Benowich
Jack Greene Ted Shapiro
Mel Burstein
Saul Marder Puggy Weiner
Larry Calder
SYMPATHY
To the family of Connie Goodman.
To Selma Willner on the loss of her husband, Sandy.
MESSAGES
Heartfelt thanks to all who sent cards and get well
wishes, made donations and came to visit after my
recent hip surgery. All those prayers helped get me
get back up on my feet.
Claire Friedman
We are most thankful for our wonderful supportive
community. Words cannot fully express our gratitude
for the cards, donations, visits and calls following the
loss of my beloved father, Solomon Steiner.
Iris and Stan Rothstein
Please note: We reserve the right to edit for length (30
word maximum) and clarity. Submit items to Elaine Jay by
email at ElainJay@aol.com with Good and Welfare as the
subject. Acknowledgement of each email will be sent as
verification of receipt.
.
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[Type a quote from the document or the summary of
an interesting point. You can position the text box
anywhere in the document. Use the Text Box Tools
tab to change the formatting of the pull quote text
box.]

Al

Alexander Martin - out
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS
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MIMATCH – MAJESTIC ISLES MEET
AT THE CLUBHOUSE
by Doris Davidoff

It is not the qualified voters, but the qualified voters
who choose to vote, that constitute the political
power of the State." - Abraham Lincoln
A change in Florida state law requires voters to make
a new request for an absentee ballot for each 2-year
election cycle.
All previous absentee ballot requests have now
expired. You will not receive an absentee ballot if
you have not filed for a new one this year.
YOU MUST RENEW YOUR REQUEST IF YOU
WANT TO VOTE BY MAIL.
(Now through the Nov 2012 General Election).
To sign up online to vote by mail, the direct link
is: http://www.pbcelections.org/AbsenteeRequest2.
aspx.
OR EVEN EASIER
Call the Supervisor of Elections at 561-656-6200
or 561-276-1226. They will ask for your name,
address and birth date.
If you are not yet registered to vote in FL, go to:
http://www.pbcelections.org/items.aspx?id=18.
If you have changed your address, you must reregister. You can also do this on line.
Please sign up to Vote By Mail and pass this information on to friends and family members.
You can call the Supervisor's office, to check if you
have already done signed up.
THIS IS AN INSURANCE POLICY in case you
can't or don't want to get to the polls. If
you decide to go to the polls, just bring the ballot
with you and return it.

Join your friends and
neighbors on February
19 from 2:00 to 4:00
p.m. at MIMATCH –
Majestic Isles Meet At
The ClubHouse. In the
past, the Social Club
spon-sored MIMATCH
get-togethers where new residents could meet each
other and learn about our community.
As it has been many years since the last such event,
all our clubs and organizations have planned a
revised version of those meetings. This new gettogether is open to all residents, both new and
established (we won’t say “old”), so we can get to
know each other and find out about all the exciting
and meaningful activities available to our residents.
Each club or activity will have a table where you can
learn what they do and decide if you would like to
participate. It’s a time to make new friends and
mingle with those you already know. We especially
invite all our new residents who might like to get to
know more people.
Some light refreshments will be served while we
have the opportunity to see what fun groups we can
join and where we might make new friends. Please
sign the sheet in the back lobby to let us know how
many people to expect.
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Highlights of the January 18, 2012
COBWRA Meeting at Majestic Isles
Officials’ Reports: Commissioner Burt Aaronson,
District 5. At the December COBWRA meeting,
Commissioner Aaronson promised that officials were
working to solve the dilemma of a site for the West
Boynton Charter Schools. Today he reported that
GL Homes had offered a new site on Boynton Beach
Blvd that did not involve any Ag Preserve land. The
14-acre site is next to the Community Church site
east of the Bethesda West Hospital site and is carved
out of the Amstoy Planned Unit Development (PUD).
He also reported that the BCC voted unanimously to
withdraw the request to initiate a Comprehensive
Plan Amendment to permit schools on Preserve land.
COBWRA Reports: New COBWRA Member:
The Delegates voted without opposition to welcome
Winston Trails to COBWRA membership. They are
a family homeowners association with 1,891 homes
on Jog and Hypoluxo Roads. The addition of
Winston Trails makes 95 members including a total
114,000 residents. Charter School Report:
President Lassiter announced that a committee has
been appointed to work directly with the architect,
the charter school company and GL Homes to create
a site plan that can be reviewed by COBWRA and
the County. Lew Doctor of Aberdeen, Gerry
Morrison of Bellaggio and Steven Oseroff of Tivoli
Lakes were appointed to represent COBWRA.
Growth Management: Chair Gerry Morrison
reported on a new community planned on SR7 and
just north of the L-30 canal, Monticello PUD. It will
be an equestrian community of 282 homes with a
paddock and trails inside the community and
entrances from SR7 and Lyons Road. The Delegates
voted without opposition to recommend approval as
presented. The Delegates also voted without
opposition to recommend that the integrity of the
Ag Reserve be maintained, including all Preserve
lands. Finally, Gerry reported that the next Growth
Management committee meeting on Feb 7 will
include a presentation on the plans for a Walmart
Grocery in the empty Winn-Dixie store in the
Boynton Trail Plaza at the NE corner of Boynton
Beach Blvd and Military Trail. Nominating
Committee: Chair Barbara Katz announced that the
committee is accepting applications from candidates
for the office of President, First Vice President,
Second Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer. The
deadline for applying is Feb. 1, 2012
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Senate Hearing on Florida Election Laws. Senators
Bill Nelson and Dick Durbin will hold a Senate
Hearing in Tampa on Jan 27. COBWRA has been
asked to testify. The Delegates voted with two votes
in opposition to authorize the President to testify on
behalf of COBWRA about our concerns on these
election laws.
Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation
COBWRA’s original Articles of Incorporation were
filed with the State of Florida in March of 1982.
These Articles were amended by the Delegates on
Oct. 21, 1998 but never filed with the State. When
this was discovered, COBWRA sought the advice of
four attorneys who advised that the 1998 Articles
could still be filed properly. The 1998 Articles were
filed with the Florida Secretary of State on Oct. 14,
2011.The attorneys pointed out that the 1998 Articles
contained too much detail beyond what is required by
Florida Statutes, Chapter 617, Not-for-Profit
Corporations like COBWRA and advised that details
more properly belong in the COBWRA Bylaws.
A committee of 14 volunteers has been working on
Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation to
comply with the State requirements and eliminate
details that should be deferred to the Bylaws. This
was the proposal that was presented to the delegates
and voted upon, article by article. Attorney Mark
Alan Siegel was present to answer questions and
gave his advice on suggested changes.
Fifty-seven voting delegates or alternates were signed
in. Revising the Articles of Incorporation requires an
affirmative vote of a majority of COBWRA
members. Since COBWRA has 95 members, a
majority means that 48 yea votes were required to
approve any amended Article. The delegates were in
agreement and after some changes in some wording
in several Articles, the proposals were approved
without opposition votes with yea votes of 57 or 56
(one delegate had to leave.) The next step is to
prepare a clean copy including all changes for our
attorney to file with the State of Florida. After the
new Articles are filed with the State, all Delegates
and Alternates will receive a copy for their files.
Future Meetings (Open to the public) Feb 7, 6:30
p.m., Growth Management, PBSO District 6; Feb 15,
9:30 a.m., COBWRA Delegates meeting at Avalon
Estates, Speaker: LWDD update on water issues.
—Ken Lassiter for COBWRA Communications
www.cobwra.org
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Gardening in the Isles
By
Stan Davidson

This month, let’s get on the surfboard and surf the
various gardening web sites on your computer. Web
surfing for gardening information provides enjoyment, almost like perusing the Burpee seed catalog in
the winter months back north. Sometimes, as a
garden lover, you want to be recharged and rewired
to do something else to your landscape. You can do
this by visiting garden centers, botanical gardens,
read a book on gardening -- or just sit back, relax and
surf the web.
Floridadata.com website contains an interesting
photographic encyclopedia of landscape plants that
grow well in Florida. Included is a plant profile
listing that provides plants in an alphabetical database
with both the botanical and the common plant name.
A click on your mouse pointer allows you to preview
an image of each selected plant. The hardiness of the
plant listing provides plants that can grow in Zone
10, south Florida’s growing zone.
Zone10.com is the plant and garden zone for the
Majestic Isles gardener, because we reside in Zone10.
This website is all about a journey into a world of
growing plants in south Florida. Some of the site
categories are houseplants, lawns, pests, diseases and
plant care.

Gardenweb.com/forums comprises the largest community of gardeners on the worldwide internet.
Whether you are a new gardener or an old master,
here you will find like-minded people and friendly
discussions on various gardening topics. The forums
are divided into several lists to make it easy to find a
particular subject. For example, one listing
categorizes gardening by region and climates, in
particular, Florida Gardening, South East Coastal and
Tropical Plants. I highly recommend this site, which
is, by far, one of the most extensive references for the
Majestic Isles gardener.
The University of Florida Institute of Food and
Agriculture Services (IFAS) site, www.ifas.ufl.edu,
makes scientific information available. The
agricultural services have hundreds of electronic gardening articles on their web site. Click on the EDIS
link, edis.lf as.ufl.edu, to retrieve lawn and garden
information.
If you just want to sit back and relax, you can visit
what I consider one of the world’s prime floral
gardens located in Victoria, Canada. Just go to the
www.butchartgardens.com website and enjoy the
spectacular gallery of floral images.
Happy Gardening!!

Meet Me At The Clubhouse
Feb. 19, 2 - 4 p.m.
(See page 7)
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LEAVING THE HOSPITAL
Part I: Decision Time
By Paul Mendelsohn
All right, the doctor has discharged you
from the hospital and you are on your
way home, or to a rehab hospital or
long-term care facility. All decisions
have been made for you (so you may
think) and if you do have questions, no one gives you
understandable answers. Indeed, hospital discharge is
a major stressor in the current health system.
Under insurance guidelines, today’s patients are
discharged "quicker and sicker," and may still be far
from health and independence. You may think this is
horrifying, but earlier discharge often makes good
sense. Hospitals, which harbor many diseases and
germs, can be an unhealthy environment, especially
for vulnerable seniors. Also, seniors are more likely
to have falls and accidents in unfamiliar places.
Discharge as soon as the patient is relatively stable is
in the patient’s best interest – as long as proper
arrangements have been made.
Physicians are between a rock and a hard place. They
are under pressure from hospitals and insurance
companies (including Medicare) to discharge patients
as soon as possible, but are held responsible if the
patient has to be readmitted for a condition that might
have been prevented or better treated. The patient,
his/her family, and sometimes even the practitioner,
may feel the patient should stay longer.
Most insurance guidelines determine the length of
patient stays by diagnostic related groupings (DRGs).
These are based on statistical analyses of the typical
needs of a patient admitted for a certain condition or
treatment. Most diagnoses have two guidelines: one
for the average patient, the other for a patient with
specific complicating conditions, such as diabetes
and heart conditions.
For each DRG, the hospital is paid a specific amount
that covers most hospital services and the cost of the
stay, including the room and meals. (Physician care is
billed separately.) Patients who require more services
and a longer stay cost the hospital more and result in
lower profit. For some patients a longer stay can also
result in significant out-of-pocket expense. The
system is designed so that the gross receipts a
hospital receives from insurances and patient copayments almost always keep the hospital solvent,
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but there is obviously a concern that patients may be
discharged too soon.
Medicare patients have protections that do not apply
to patients with other insurance. The mandated
quality assurance system that monitors hospitals and
doctors requires a statistical analysis of the patterns
of care. Deviations from the norm may indicate the
need for follow-up investigation. Some of the areas
regularly reviewed include readmission of the patient
within 30 days of discharge, patient falls while in a
hospital, infection rates, and patterns of hospital stays
either longer or shorter than what would be predicted
for a specific condition. Reviews also look at whether
a specific physician’s patients do significantly better
or worse than the patients of other doctors who treat
similar patients. While some reviews are mandated, a
patient, family member or a hospital staff worker can
initiate a review of care they believe to be inappropriate or bad medicine.
Every hospital has a quality review staff to evaluate
its performance. Also, under Medicare there are the
Peer Review Organizations (PROs) made up of practitioners with no conflict of interest with the specific
case or institution. When Medicare patients or their
family members feel that care is substandard or
question a discharge, they may contact the PRO to
review the situation. PRO contact information is
given to the patient in a Notice to Medicare Patients
at the time of admission.
Before contacting the PRO, it makes sense to discuss
the issue with the patient's attending physician who
may be able to resolve the concerns. If, after talking
with the physician, the patient or the patient’s
representatives feels the need to pursue a review they
should contact the PRO. If the problem concerns a
possible premature discharge, a decision is made
prior to the discharge even if it is necessary to extend
the stay until the case is resolved. The patient is not
responsible for any additional costs incurred by the
hospital until the decision is made as to whether or
not the discharge is appropriate.
Reviews frequently identify problems within the
hospital system that the hospital or doctor can resolve
in treating future patients.
Best practices are
identified and used to educate the physicians and
institutions.
Next month: Part II, The Discharge Process

Please patronize our advertisers and tell them you saw their ad in the Majestic Isles News.
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FREAKY FEBRUARY
By Phyllis M. Cohen
So it’s February, a quirky little month that starts off
with a name both impossible to spell and to
pronounce. (Feb bru ary? Feb (y)u ary?). It’s right
up there with two other spelling demons – as our
third grade teacher called them – Wednesday and
library.
Not only that, February has a unique number of days.
It is bad enough when we stumble through a month
of 28 days, our bills arriving twice as fast as normal,
it seems. In 2012, however, February is a leap year,
and suddenly we are confronted with a whole extra
day. (You remember your high school science? Every
four years an extra day is added to adjust our
calendar to the actual length of time for the earth to
circle the sun).
If we still lived up in the cold country, this month
would be one of snow and ice, galoshes and snow
scrapers, mufflers and parkas. Here in the sunny
climes, however, we shovel only sand and complain
about 60º days. Maybe that is why the first holiday of
the month seems so strange to us. In frozen
Pennsylvania, the media is talking about Groundhog
Day on February 2. This is a celebration of the
appearance of a fat rodent from its burrow. If the
groundhog sees its shadow, six more weeks of stormy
winter weather should follow. This year, especially
here in the South, the holiday seems a perfect
metaphor for the choosing of the Republican
presidential candidate. (No, not the fat rodent part).
When the top running candidate sticks his head out
from the safety of the caucuses and primaries and
sees the shadow of the other candidates still behind
him, we know we will have six more months of
intense political bad weather characterized by a storm
cloud of harsh words, backbiting, criticisms and
innuendos. Hmm. It’s cloudy out there.
Thankfully, in the midst of all of the bickering and
hate comes a holiday to take our minds off reality.
This holiday, named for one or more saints, does not
call upon us to recall some long ago tragedy or
rejoice in a distant victory, to fast or to feast, to
impoverish ourselves with gift buying or to mingle
with a hundred members of our extended family. No,
Valentine’s Day, February 14, is a day set aside to
rejoice in the most human of emotions, love. Ignore
the fact that it’s been commercialized to the extent
that you have to send valentines to your dog, mother-
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in-law, ex-husband and boss. What can be wrong
with a day that celebrates the basis of our humanity,
love? Who knows whether it’s generated in our DNA
or in our brain waves; nothing else so defines us as
human beings as this powerful emotion. Could we
imagine for one day the battling candidates taking a
break and throwing bonbons and flowers at each
other instead of accusations?
Science has already shown us that babies raised
without love fail to thrive and that adults without the
capacity to love or be loved are scarcely human.
Love, something we cannot see, touch or feel
generates hope and kindness, understanding and care.
So let’s rejoice in the spirit of this holiday: for our
neighbors’ kindness; our friends’ words of comfort
and listening skills; our loved ones’ deeds and
displays of affection. And, if our enjoyment of these
favors comes accompanied by a box of Godiva
chocolates or red roses, so much the better. Hurray
for love and Valentine’s Day!
But I am still in political mode, and keep wondering
why all of those people are fighting to be president.
Just take a look at another holiday that occurs this
month, Presidents” Day.
Once upon a time, it was called Washington’s
Birthday, a February 22 celebration of the life and
deeds of our first president. You may remember the
weekend newspaper magazine section sporting that
famous Gilbert Stuart portrait of Washington every
February, and even that melancholy face of Abe
Lincoln, whose February 12 birthday was also
honored. Children cut out cherry trees and hatchets,
log cabins and rail fences for projects and displays.
The Gettysburg address and Washington’s Farewell
address were memorized for poetry day. Now the
holiday has morphed into a Monday holiday, the third
Monday of February, and it seems to be designed
purely as a way of selling mattresses and cars. So
Mister and Missus Candidate, keep this in mind. If
you win the election and become president, someday
your mug may grace an ad for washing machines or
tires. That’s a legacy!
Don’t worry if none of these holidays are your cup of
tea (no politics intended). There’s always Super Bowl
46 (whatever that is) or, new this year, World Wide
Nutella Day. Remember, March is coming, maybe.
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THE SPORTS FAN
By Rick Sachs
Wow, I just got a Ted Williams #1, 1954, Topps
card; I can't believe it!
Collecting sports cards and memorabilia is not only a
great deal of fun, it can be rewarding financially.
My wife and I have been collecting for more than 40
years and the one thing we learned is that, in
collecting, whether it's antiques, coins, stamps, toys
or yes, even sports cards or memorabilia, the key
word is condition, condition, condition! I have also
been a sports dealer for almost 40 years. Here are
some hints on what to buy or collect and why.
 First, always buy or invest in something you like.
 Books and magazines can be guides as to grades
and prices of your collectibles.
 Classes at local universities sometimes teach
about antiques or sports memorabilia.
 Attend antique and sports shows in your area.
 Find a local dealer in the hobby you are directing
your collection.
 Use the Internet.
 Ask as many questions as you can.
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Authenticator (PSA). These cards come in professional plastic holders, sealed with the graded card
inside. Grades range from 1 to 10, and the difference
in the grade of the card can be a great deal of money.
For instance, a 1956 #135, Mickey Mantle, graded
PSA 5 would book at $500, while one that graded
PSA 9 would book at $9500. Quite a difference!
So in conclusion, do your due diligence buying any
collectible - coins, toys, antiques, sports cards or
memorabilia! Look for the best condition you can
find or afford and enjoy your collection. Remember,
knowledge is the key.
Trivia quiz: match the player with the college he
attended. (Answers on page 27)
1) Y.A. Tittle
2) Frank Gifford
3) Jimmy Brown
4) Bart Starr
5) Tom Brady
6) Peyton Manning
7) Joe Montana
8) Walter Payton
9) Fred Biletnikoff
10) Sid Luckman

A) Notre Dame
B) Jackson State
C) Michigan
D) Florida State
E) Columbia Univ.
F) Southern Cal
G) L.S.U.
H) Syracuse
I) Alabama
J) Tennessee

I dealt only in sports cards and memorabilia items
from the 1800's through 1970, so I will focus on this
part of the hobby only.
When buying, or having a collection of sports cards,
the first thing to look at is the condition of the items.
The condition of cards can range from very poor to
mint. “Poor” describes items that are creased and
damaged, while a “mint” item looks like it came right
out of the pack. There are two main guides that most
collectors use to grade cards: Beckett Magazine and
Sports Collectors Digest (SCD).
As I said earlier, you can be a collector and/or an
investor. If you want to be a collector, my advice is
to buy the best condition cards you can afford. Most
people who are collectors buy because they enjoy
certain players or teams or are trying to make sets.
Most people collecting sets did so from 1948 on up.
From 1948 through 1955, the two main companies
that made cards were Topps and Bowman.
Collecting cards from this period can be a lot of fun –
and sometimes very frustrating. Finding the last card
to finish your set can be very satisfying.
I would advise investors to buy only graded
cards. There are many grading services, but I recommend looking for cards graded by Professional Sports

PET PATCH
By Molly
I hope you all had wonderful
holidays! Remember last month I
talked about something pink
hanging from one of the Christmas
packages for me? Well, it is a
gorgeous pink harness – wow, do I
look spiffy in it! My guy dog friends are whistling at
me – I feel so special!
This cooler weather we’ve had has my friends and
me really moving along on our walks – it feels so
good! Five of us walked this afternoon – of course
our leashes got tangled, but no problem – our moms
get us straightened out. Mom was wishing she had a
camera with her when all five of us were gathered
around our “Pied Piper” as she gave us our treats.
Have a Happy Valentine’s Day – I know I will!
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FLORIDA ROAD TRIP
By Elaine Jay
Cassadaga, Florida.
Does the name ring
a bell? Probably
not. Most people in
our area have never
heard of this quaint
Victorian town, just
25 miles west of
Daytona Beach, 35
miles north of
Orlando.
It
is
tucked away in the lake and hill country of Volusia
County in central Florida. Settled in the 1890’s and
with a current population of 300, the tranquil and
picturesque town is filled with historic framed
vernacular and stick-styled homes and streets lined
with hundred-year-old oak trees. There are several
small parks nestled among the trees, places for quiet
relaxation and meditation.
It doesn’t quite sound like it’s worth the ride from
here, does it? Well, it all depends on whether you
have an interest in experiencing something a little out
of the ordinary. You see, Cassadaga is a town almost
entirely populated by mediums and psychics. It has
been the home of the Southern Cassadaga Spiritualist
Camp since the town’s establishment in 1894.
Visitors come with the goal of scheduling a reading
with a community member, or perhaps to take a tour
of the town, or attend arcing light healing services or
attend a weekly Sunday service recognizing all
religious sectors. The variety of classes, lectures and
workshops involving a wide range of psychic,
healing, meditative and mind expanding subjects is
impressive and continues throughout the year. Even
Dr. Oz endorses daily meditation sessions for
relaxation, mental clarity and increased vitality.
Here’s an ideal place to learn this practice.
If you choose to stay overnight, the historic
Cassadaga Hotel in the heart of the town is the only
place to be. The current structure dates to 1928, built
after the original was destroyed by fire. It has been
renovated and modernized, but it is said that the spirit
of Arthur, the Irish tenor, a guest of the 1930’s who
died within the hotel, has remained. Some guests
claim to have caught a whiff of his cigar smoke at
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night or feel a tapping on their shoulder in the
hallways at night. Some guests actually capture
unexplained images on their cameras! As strange as
these things may seem, if you are interested in
psychic phenomena, Cassadaga is the place for you.
How did this unusual town come to be? Cassadaga,
Florida was established by a New Yorker. (Now why
is that not a surprise?) George P. Colby, a trance
medium from upstate New York, traveled widely
giving private readings and conducting séances in the
north and midwest. His most well-known spirit guide
was a Native American called Seneca. During one
séance, Seneca instructed Colby to journey
southward to establish a Spiritualist community.
During his trip to Florida, Colby and his spirit guides
came across the perfect spot in the woods and named
the area Cassadaga, a Seneca word. The name was
identical to its sister camp in New York, also a
Spiritualist community.
The southern town was originally intended as a
winter haven for educated and affluent Spiritualists,
despite the fact that Florida was, at the time, a
frontier swamp with barely passable roads and
populated by religious conservatives who generally
marginalized such outsiders. Yet, the newcomers
were welcomed because the Spiritualists’ faith was
based in Protestant American traditions.
According to the locally sold guidebook, Spiritualism
is based upon the principle of continuous life,
demonstrated through mediums who connect with
those who have died. It embraces the concept of
individual responsibility and the belief that the door
to reform is never closed. Some, but not all,
Spiritualists are Mediums and/or Healers. They seek
to find the truth in all things and to live their lives
truthfully. All of the psychics in the camp become
certified by taking four to six years of classes that
teach them how to communicate with the spirit
world. The final test before certification is to
summon a spirit from its world into ours.
I didn’t have the time for a reading the day that I
visited, but perhaps during the next visit. During the
rise of the Spiritualist movement, writers Harriet
Beecher Stowe, James Fennimore Cooper and
Longfellow attended séances. In as much as it was
intriguing to them, I imagine that it could be a very
interesting experience for me, and perhaps for you.
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BARGAINS, BARGAINS, BARGAINS
By Donna Shaneson
When traveling, be sure to ask for senior discounts.
Many are not published or advertised to the public.
Here are some known bargains to get you started.
Travel:
Auto train – 10% discount for AAA members.
United Airlines: Discounts for age 65 and up.
U.S. Airways: Discounts for age 65 and up.
Southwest Airlines: Discounts for age 65 and up
Alaska Airlines: 10% off 65 and up.
Alamo: Up to 25% off for AARP members.
American Airlines: Discounts for 65 and up.
Amtrak: 15% off for 62 and up.
Avis: 25% off for AARP members.
Best Western: 10% off for 55 and up.
Budget Rent A Car: 10-20% off for 50 and up AARP
members
Comfort Inn and Comfort Suites: 20-30% off for 60+
Dollar Rent A Car: 10% off for 50+
Econo Lodge: 20-30% off for 60+
Enterprise Rent A Car: 5% off for AARP members.
Greyhound Bus: 5% off for 62+
Hampton Inns and Suites: 10% off
Hertz: 25% off for AARP Membership
Holiday Inn: 10-30% off for 62+
Hyatt: 25-50% off for 62+
Marriott Hotel: 15% off for 62+
Motel 6: 10% off for 60+
Quality Inn 20-30% off for 60+
Keep more cash in your pockets. Be sure to ask for
these senior discounts when travelling, shopping,
eating out, etc. Some of these discounts are truly
fantastic! Get the most bang for your buck! Even
Faith Farm and Goodwill have senior discounts on
Wednesdays.
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FLAVORS OF FLORIDA
By Donna Shaneson
Green Cay Nature Center
12800 Hagen Ranch Road
Boynton Beach,
966-7000
www.pbcparks.com/nature
The Green Cay Nature Preserve is always wonderful
and the boardwalk is a terrific walking path. You can
view alligators, birds, Cypress swamps and a
Seminole Chickee Hut.
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Delray Beach Public Library
100 West Atlantic Avenue
Delray Beach
www.delraylibrary.org
561-266-9491
On Thursday, Feb. 16 at 10:30 a.m., join Chef Wes
Banner, resident chef at Publix Apron Cooking
School who will demonstrate European cooking
techniques.
Check out the library’s website for all book reviews,
lectures, films and musical presentations.

This is a wonderful venue for grandkids and other
visitors. There is a little museum and gift shop with
cute toys and gifts. Bring your binoculars and
cameras. You can view rare birds and exotic foliage.
Happy Walking!

On Sunday, Feb. 19 at 2:00 p.m., the Norm Kubrin
Trio will play the music of Cole Porter, Irving Berlin,
George Gershwin, and others. Tickets, which are
$15, can be purchased at the library circulation desk
one hour before each performance. Phone 266- 9490.

Norton Museum of Art
1451 South Olive Ave.
West Palm Beach
561-832-5196
www.norton.org

The Coral Springs Center for the Arts
2855 Coral Springs Drive
Coral Springs
954-344-5999 (Susan Forester)
ctskt@CoralSprings.org

“The Cocktail Culture,” on display at the Norton
Museum from December 15 to March 18, features all
the trappings of cocktail parties: the dresses, purses,
cocktail shakers, and photography related to cocktail
parties, all done with high style and panache. I loved
the exhibit, especially the hats and jewelry. It is great
fun, especially for fashionistas! Another current
exhibit is “The Emperor’s Orders, Designs from
Qianlong Imperial Workshop.” Discover 18th
century China with exhibits of jade, glass and metal.
All major designers works are included in this fun
exhibit. The Corning Museum of Glass Hot Glass
Road Show will be at the Norton from Jan. 16 to
March 25.

The Coral Springs Center for the Arts needs
volunteer ushers. Irwin and I usher at the Delray
Playhouse and love it. We see terrific shows and
meet many interesting people. We also get a sense of
community spirit by helping our arts community.
Majestic Isles resident Morris Berman builds sets at
the Delray Playhouse.

Adult admission to the museum is $12. Admission is
free to Palm Beach County residents on Saturdays.
The museum is open Tuesday through Saturday from
10 a.m. to 5 pm.; Thursdays, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
Sundays, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Coconut Grove Art Festival
1-305-447-0401
The Coconut Grove Art Festival is the largest outdoor art festival and attracts one million visitors. The
show will be open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
February 18, 19, and 20.

Are you bored and tired of suburbia? Jump in your
car and head to the Lincoln Road Mall in Miami
Beach. In less than an hour, you are in the heart of a
city vibrant with life and passion. My husband and I
went there last week and thoroughly enjoyed the fast
pace and lively spirit of Lincoln Road. There are
wonderful shops, galleries, restaurants, theaters and,
of course, people watching. It’s very different and,
of course, very young!
Delray Beach Garlic Festival
561-279-0907
www.dbgarlicfest.com
The annual Delray Beach Garlic Festival is on Feb.
10-12 this year. Admission is $10 p/p for fun and
entertainment.
.
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BETWEEN TWO RIVERS
By Bill Harris
Several United-Continental, Delta and US Air
nonstop flights inbound from Europe this winter have
had to make non-scheduled refueling stops either at
remote Canadian airfields, or in Halifax, Bangor, or
even Newburgh, N.Y.’s Stewart airport.
Airlines fly the single-aisle Boeing 757 on these
routes, with a range of 4300 miles. Far more
economical than farther ranging wide-bodied jets, the
757 requires a smaller flight crew and burns
considerably less fuel than the 767 used on longer
routes. Headwinds are usually about 20 knots
westbound, which don’t impede the 757’s ability to
fly nonstop to the U.S. This winter’s headwinds,
which ranged from 40 to 60 knots, required greater
fuel consumption and caused more flights to stop for
refueling. Connecting flights often depart before the
transatlantic flights arrive, often leaving passengers
stranded overnight.
Record snowfalls piled up across the South the past
two winters. Metro-D.C. to Baltimore, with an annual
average of 17 inches of snow, was buried under from
56 to 77 inches of snow in 2009-2010. Single
snowstorm records were shattered in February 2010
when from 20 to 30 inches of snow fell. The D.C.
infrastructure is not meant to deal with snowfalls of
such magnitude and is often paralyzed by little more
than a minor flurry.
More snow than normal fell across the upper Great
Plains this past winter. When the snow melted, it
caused record flooding along the Ohio, Mississippi
and Missouri rivers as far south as Louisiana. Record
floods also swamped Australia.
It has hardly rained in over a year in parts of Texas,
Florida and the Deep South where a moderate to
severe drought persists. Drought conditions expanded
northwards in December 2011 reaching southern
Iowa and Minnesota. Soil moisture has dropped
drastically throughout the region, seriously affecting
seed maturation. The lack of rain or snow threatens
production of winter wheat, corn and soybean crops
this coming spring.
Is this global warming? Could there be another
explanation? Is it climate change or simply weather?
It’s La Niña, a cooling of the central and eastern
equatorial Pacific Ocean that can affect weather
around the world. La Niña’s are accompanied by
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gswings in the Southern Oscillation (SO), an interannual seesaw in tropical sea level pressure between
the eastern and western hemispheres. Off South
America, sea level pressure is higher; off the
Phillipines and Indonesia, it’s lower. High SO Index
(large pressure difference) is associated with stronger
than normal Trade Winds and La Niña conditions.
Low SO Index (smaller pressure difference) is
associated with weaker than normal Trade Winds and
El Niño conditions.
La Niñas occur every three to five years and last from
nine to 12 months. They sometimes occur in back-toback years, as is happening now. They were and are a
significant contributor to the above-described
phenomena. By inhibiting wind shear in the Atlantic
basin, they allow tropical cyclones to develop and
intensify, setting the stage for above-average Atlantic
hurricane seasons.
When La Niñas come in back-to-back years, the
second has been weaker than the first in the three of
the five such occurrences since 1950. This year, the
National Centers for Environmental Predictions
forecast says the current La Niña may become as
strong as last year’s.
La Niña’s impact in the U.S. increased in midDecember. That means drought conditions in the
South will persist and may expand. The phenomenon
tends to shift storm tracks across the U.S. farther to
the north, which means less rain for Texas, Florida
and other southern states. The D.C./Baltimore area
may be spared record snowfalls this winter, but
records may be broken in Chicago, New York or
Boston. Many transatlantic 757 flights will not be
nonstops as scheduled, but may continue to require a
refueling stop. We can expect mild and dry weather
and an above-average Atlantic hurricane season.
Global warming it’s not. It is weather caused by one
of Earth’s natural climate cycles. Global warming is
real – but that’s not what’s causing the current
conditions.

WELCOME NEW NEIGHBORS
By Elaine Jay
The Majestic Isles Newsletter welcomes the
following new residents to our community.
Gary and Ellen Becker
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Visiting
JOHN AND WYNNE SHILLING
By Claire Deveney
John and Wynne Shilling
moved to M.I. three years
ago. They are both tennis
players and John is a racewalker. He is a member of
the Men’s Club and
M.I.L.T., as well as
Company A, a men’s
fraternal group in Delray.
Wynne is a member of
Hadassah, the M.I. Pap
Corps, and M.I.L.T. She
plays flute in the Baroque Ensemble of the Palm
Beaches.
John was born in Prague, in what is now the Czech
Republic. After the Nazis invaded Prague in 1939,
John and his family left Europe aboard the St. Louis.
The ship was not permitted to land in Cuba or Miami,
Florida and returned to Belgium. John and his family
spent six months in a displaced persons camp in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands. John said, “It was 1939
and we had to wait for our quota number to come up
to get to the U.S.” When danger lurked in Holland,
John’s father contacted his brother in Quito, Ecuador.
Uncle Hugo sponsored them and they left Rotterdam
just three months before the Nazis leveled it.
John recalls sailing on a freighter to Panama,
changing vessels and sailing to Guayaquil and then
taking a train to Quito. The Hebrew Immigrant Aid
Society, HIAS, purchased their tickets. The family
stayed in Quito for a year and half, then were
permitted to immigrate to Orlando, Florida, where
John’s grandparents were already living. John spoke
Czech, German, and Spanish, but not English, when
he started school at age 5. After his father completed
the necessary coursework and license exams to
practice dentistry in New York, the family moved to
Jackson Heights, N.Y., where John entered third
grade at P.S. 69. He graduated from Forest Hills
High School (FHHS). John earned a B.S. in
chemistry and biology from Queens College-CUNY
and a D.D.S. from Columbia University. He started
his dental practice in Copiague, L.I., where he
practiced for 40 years.
Wynne was born in Brooklyn and raised in Forest
Hills, N.Y. She attended P.S. 175, Halsey Junior
High School and graduated from FHHS. When she
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was 11, George Balanchine and Jerome Robbins
selected Wynne for a child’s role in the New York
City Ballet’s The Nutcracker. She played Fritz.
Wynne says, ”I eventually outgrew my costume and
my dancing career.” After high school, Wynne hoped
to become a physical education teacher and enrolled
in Arnold College at the University of Bridgeport.
During Wynne’s second week of college, her mother
suffered a stroke. To stay in school, Wynne became
a music education major, got a student work scholarship in the music library, and a federal loan. She
earned her B.S. degree in music education and began
her teaching career as a primary school music teacher
in the Connetquot Schools on Long Island.
Wynne and John lived one block from each other and
their brothers were friends. John liked to visit
Wynne’s home to listen to her dad’s hi-fi set. John
and Wynne’s first date was on New Year’s Eve 1960.
They corresponded while John was in the Air Force
Medical Corp in Amarillo, Texas, and began dating
after he returned to N.Y. in 1964. They became
engaged in February 1965, and married that April.
Wynne earned an M.S. in music education from
Queens College, an M.A. in Early Childhood
Education and a doctorate in Reading, Language, and
Cognition from Hofstra University. She taught early
childhood education at SUNY-Farmingdale and
literacy at York College-CUNY. At York, Wynne
was co-director of a major literacy initiative in 105
New York City schools. She chaired York Education
Department from 2001 to 2007 and retired in 2008.
The Shillings have two grown children and four
grandchildren. Their daughter, Caren, a library media
specialist in P.S. 85, Queens, lives with her children
Allison, age 17, a violinist and a member of the New
York Youth Orchestra, and Noah, 15, a cellist who
gave a solo performance at Julliard in January. Their
son, Rick, is a mechanical engineer with Sub-Sea
Solution, a company that performs underwater
marine repairs on cruise ships and freighters. He and
his wife, Ellika, live in Brewster, N.Y. with their
children Nina, 12, an equestrian, and Benjamin, 8.
John and Wynne have two fluffy white dogs, Zach,
11 and Zoe, 13.
Wynne is the author of a book coming out this
February entitled, “Over the Big Water: Escaping the
Holocaust Twice.” It is based on the memoirs of
John’s parents Maria and Samuel Shilling and details
the story of their immigration. The book will be
available in both print and e-book formats.
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THE TERROR OF
BEDFORD STUYVESANT
By Judy Radin
When I was 12, my great-grandmother, Sarah,
appeared to me to be ancient. As she aged, Bubbie, as
we called her, became even shorter than her original
4’10” and walked with the aid of a cane and high
button shoes. Though she spoke with a high-pitched
voice, she was kind and loving to my brother and me.
In the latter part of the 19th century, Bubbie was
married to Zalman Pinchas Kaplan, a rabbi. They
lived in the city of Vilna, located within the borders
of Russia. Today, that same city is called Vilnius and
is situated in modern Lithuania. Although the Nazis
destroyed it during WWII, it was later rebuilt.
The Kaplans lived a religious life within the confines
of the Jewish ghetto. Sarah was responsible for the
upbringing and livelihood of their family, while
Zalman spent his days in synagogue teaching and
studying Torah (The Five Books of Moses), Rabbinic
Commentaries and Talmud. In 1881, the Jewish
Community was devastated by a pogrom in which a
large number of people were killed or maimed by the
Tsar’s Cossacks.
My grandmother, Eva, then age 15, joined a group of
angry adolescents and demonstrated against the tsar’s
brutality. For defying the tsar’s edicts, the protestors
were forced to endure a week’s confinement in a
grimy jail and Sarah realized that her family was not
safe. They fled to Manchester, England, where
relatives helped them get settled.
In England, the youngest son, Harry, was born, and
Sarah’s 17-year-old daughter, Hannah, married and
settled down in Manchester with her new husband.
The elder son, Sam, found an opportunity in
Edinburg, Scotland, and relocated there.
The Kaplans, along with other immigrants, believed
that the streets of America were paved with gold and
stories of the “Golden Medina” enticed the family.
The family, with the exception of Hannah and Sam,
sailed to America and settled in New York. They
could barely afford the small down payment to obtain
a large mortgage on a rooming house in the Bedford
Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn, near the synagogue
where Rabbi Zalman would teach and study. The
rooming house soon became “home” to a gang of
immigrant thugs who neither spoke the King’s Eng-
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lish nor sported his manners. It was incredible how
this 4’10” woman who wore a sheitel (wig) on her
head could keep them in line. She would take her stiff
bristle broom and chase them down the hall hollering,
“If you don’t keep your rooms and hallways clean,
you’ll go to helleh!!” (sic) Somehow she commanded
respect from them and when she became pregnant
with her eighth child, they were extremely solicitous
and helpful to her.
Our family had no records of actual birthdates, but
when Bubbie died we could only approximate her
age as 90+. She was the epitome of the American
immigrant who appreciated her adopted country and
valued the opportunity to care for her family in an
environment that was free of persecution.

FLORIDA FUN FACTS
Crime and Punishment
On January 8, 1997, a Brinks armored truck crashed
and spilled money onto a Miami street. People
scooped up about $649,000 in cash and food stamps.
During a three-day amnesty period to return the
money without penalty, only two people turned in a
total of $20.38.
Manuel Noriega’s wife, Felicidad, was arrested in
Miami for shoplifting. She was picked up for ripping
$305 worth of buttons off designer dresses at
Burdine’s.
Eglin Air Force Base in the Florida Panhandle was
home to five Watergate burglars as well as ex-CIA
agent, E. Howard Hunt. Eglin Federal Prison, a
minimum-security “country club prison,” was on the
base.
Nicaraguan Justo Ricardo Somarriba, an illegal alien,
was at first denied political asylum in the U.S. The
INS reversed itself and let him in after he won half of
the $10.6 million Florida lottery on April 29, 1989.
Churchgoing 63-year-old “Mrs. R.C. Blackburn”
rented a house in Oklawaha in 1934. On January 16,
1935, FBI agents pumped nearly 2,000 rounds into
the house during the longest gun battle in FBI annals:
4 hours. “Mrs. Blackburn” was actually Arizona
Donnie Clark, alias Ma Barker.
Source: You Got Me! – Florida by Rob Lloyd ©1999
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SOCIAL CLUB
By Marge Chappell and Florence Cohen
The Dec. 26 and 27 Grandkids’ events, chaired by
Joan Sorkin and Nancy Weiss, were wonderful. The
arts and crafts event on Monday was a huge success –
thanks to Gerry Herman and Estelle Snyder for their
innovative ideas and patience in making something
special. We hope they’ll expand the class for adults.
The Wildlife Show did not happen because the
performer had suffered serious injury. Our “ice
cream lady,” Betty Ziedler, saved the day with ice
cream sundaes complete with lots of toppings. Thank
you, Betty!
On Tuesday there was fishing around Lake 2 – the
weather was beautiful and the fish were biting –
everyone caught at least two big fish, the kind you
tell your family about. We worked up our appetites
for the pizza that was picked up by Bobbie and Herb
Rice – it was hot and delicious. The day was great.
Our New Year’s Eve party was rated the best ever.
The music and the food were wonderful – and
together with the participation of the people, made it
a very special night. Thanks to Rita Dick, Arlene
Koch and their committee for a fabulous time!
Watch for the upcoming shows in our series –
February 25 and March 24 (there are tickets still
available). Be sure to join us for the February 21
general meeting, members only (dues payable at
door), where you can try your skill at Bingo and
enjoy coffee and … Please sign up in back lobby.

WE CARE
By Fred Oestreicher
Last month’s WE CARE article
omitted mention of the fact that WE
CARE maintains and lends out
medical equipment, including
walkers, wheelchairs (regular and
transport), canes and crutches that can make life easier while
you are having difficulty getting around. If you are looking
for some of these items or other medical equipment, call Sid
Bedell (733-2123) before you call a medical supply
company. Sid, a dependable WE CARE volunteer, is
knowledgeable, experienced and eager to help.
For information about other ways WE CARE can
help – and ways you can help WE CARE – call Fred
Oestreicher at 734-5169.
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MOVIES – MOVIES - MOVIES
8 p.m. at the clubhouse
SAT., FEB. 11: TRUE GRIT After drifter Tom
Chaney (Josh Brolin) murders her father, 14year-old Mattie Ross (Hailee Steinfeld) hires
alcoholic U.S. Marshal Reuben “Rooster”
Cogburn (Jeff Bridges) to help her exact
revenge. The disreputable lawman still has grit,
though, and mounts an epic search. Joining the
duo on their quest is a Texas Ranger (Matt
Damon) who’s also hunting for Chaney in this
updated Western that received multiple Oscar
nods, including Best Picture.
FRI., MARCH 2: CYRUS Indie favorites Jay
and Mark Duplass co-direct this wry look at
modern love and family dysfunction. John C.
Reilly plays a divorced man who thinks he’s
found just the right woman (Marisa Tomei) to
help him recover and move on. Unfortunately,
the woman’s son, played by Jonah Hill, has no
interest in allowing another man into their lives
– a stance he proceeds to demonstrate in a
variety of obnoxious ways.
SAT., MARCH 17: BURLESQUE After
leaving Iowa with stars in her eyes, Ali
(Christina Aguilera) arrives in Los Angeles and
at a burlesque lounge, where she dreams of
taking the stage with her soaring voice. Club
owner Tess (Cher) is about to lose the place and
thinks Ali may help the business. Meanwhile,
Ali’s roommate (Cam Gigandet) starts to fall for
her in this snappy, Golden Globe-nominated
comedy co-starring Stanley Tucci as Tess’s
sidekick and Kristen Bell as Ali’s rival.
NOTE: We are now showing films with closed
captioning.
The film descriptions are taken from the Netflix
website.

Meet Me At The Clubhouse
Sunday, Feb. 19, 2 - 4 p.m.
(See page 7)
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ROYALS BOWLING
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HADASSAH
By Shelly Mehlman

By Ellin Goldstein

The Royals are into their 15th week and
all bowlers are hitting their stride. Mike
Ost and Jack Moss have found the magic
bullet.

The Member Appreciation Luncheon
was held on January 23. The luncheon
was sold out and everyone enjoyed
good food and an interesting program.

I am looking for that 300 game bowler so that our
teams can go to Vegas.

Our Gala honoring Iris Rothstein will be held in our
clubhouse on March 3, 2012. Please make your
reservations now for this wonderful evening of great
food and entertainment. Tickets are $25 apiece. Fran
Ost is selling ads for the Gala Journal in honor of Iris,
our bat mitzvah year and Hadassah’s centennial.

Let’s go!

*******
THE MEN’S CLUB
By Joel Cohen
The Men's and Women's Clubs are looking forward
to our annual Parents’ Day Brunch on Sunday, May
6, 2012, at the Stonebridge Country Club in Boca.
More information will be forthcoming on channel 63.
The Men's Club will be making a trip to Gulfstream
Casino and Racetrack on March 28, 2012. We are
trying Gulfstream as a change from Hard Rock. The
cost will still be $18 and you will receive $10 free
play and $7 meal money. Gulfstream has added a few
more eating places in the adjacent shopping area.

*******
Answers to Sport’s Trivia Quiz
(The quiz is on page 15)
1) Y.A. Tittle
2) Frank Gifford
3) Jimmy Brown
4) Bart Starr
5) Tom Brady
6) Peyton Manning
7) Joe Montana
8) Walter Payton
9) Fred Biletnikoff
10) Sid Luckman

G) L.S.U.
F) Southern Cal
H) Syracuse
I) Alabama
C) Michigan
J) Tennessee
A) Notre Dame
B) Jackson State
D) Florida State
E) Columbia Univ.

Meet Me At The Clubhouse
Sunday, Feb. 19, 2 -4 p.m.
(See page 7)

The general membership meeting on Feb. 27 will be
a Purim party including a Purim spiel (play), the
reading of the Megillah with noisemakers, holiday
songs and a hamentaschen tasting contest. Everyone
is reminded to bring contributions of food for the
Ruth Rales Senior Center.
On Feb. 12, the Hadassah Regional Centennial will
be held at Indian Spring; donation will be $100,
which includes food, gaming and entertainment.
Our fabulous Donor Luncheon is March 20. The cutoff to meet the contributions for the Donor Luncheon
is Feb. 27.
Don’t forget about the bricks for the tower in Israel.
They cost $18 and give us 100% donor. They can be
bought for any sort of special occasion, birth death,
bar/bas mitzvah, etc.
Life Membership is no longer selling for $100.
However, to celebrate 2012 you may now get a life
membership for $212, rather than the full price of
$360. We now have 341 life members in the Majestic
Isles Hadassah; that’s truly extraordinary!
Don’t forget to hand in your recipes for the cookbook
that Sheila Goldstein and Sheila Traum are preparing.
Any recipe will do, especially good desserts.
Donna Shaneson has prepared some exceptional
Hadassah Study Groups for Mondays at 2 p.m.
Check channel 63 for more information. The next
one, Feb. 20 is “Growing up in Hungary.”
Congratulations to the new Hadassah Region
President, Joan Baron, and to the Executive VicePresident, Marge Rosin.
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on: The Pap Corps
By Marilyn Chermak and Claire Deveney
This year the Pap Corps marks its 60th birthday. The Pap Corps, champions for cancer research, is
named for Dr. George Papanicolaou, who developed the Pap test. The Pap Corps has evolved into
the largest all-volunteer organization in the United States dedicated solely to raising funds for
research on all types of cancer.
The Pap Corps has raised $40 million since its inception. In just the last 10 years it has provided over $29 million
in seed money for research at the Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center. The Center, located at the University of
Miami, is South Florida’s only university-based cancer center. Last year the Pap Corps with 22,000 members in 56
chapters in the tri-county area raised $3.2 million to fund cancer research. The Pap Corps has provided the seed
money scientists must have to apply for research grants that may some day result in cures for all cancer.
The Majestic Isles Pap Corps chapter invites everyone to join and has many fundraising activities including
monthly lunch meetings and special events.

M.I. CANCER RESEARCH
Everyone enjoyed the Jan. 26 lunch and the informative talk on genealogy by Sylvia Nusinov, president of the Palm
Beach County Genealogy Association.
The regional Pap Corps is sponsoring the following special events: Jan. 31 to Feb. 7, Panera Bread will donate $1
to Pap Corps for every bowl of soup ordered at its stores in Palm Beach and Broward counties. When you order
your soup, please mention the Pap Corps fundraiser. The region is also sponsoring bus trips to Hard Rock Casino
on Sun., Feb 26 and Mon., Feb. 27 for $25 per person ($20 free slot play and $5 food voucher). Departure
locations will be announced. Wear purple to get an additional $5 free slot play!
Future Dates for M.I. activities
Feb. 16, 12 noon: Lunch and Program on “Safety at Home” with guest speaker Elayne Forgie of Eldercare at
Home.
March 23, 10:30 a.m.: Card Party at Indian Springs Country Club. We’ll have a fabulous buffet, raffle prizes,
vendors of fashion clothing, jewelry and other items, Please put your check for $39 per person in the back lobby
mailbox. Event Committee leaders: Marilyn Broth and Phyllis Pinsel.
March 24, 9:30 a.m.: Annual Walkathon at FAU. This event is the kick-off for the Pap Corps 60th birthday with a
barbeque lunch after the walk. Chairs are Enid Gerard, Helen Benowich and Helene Riffle.

A SPECIAL GUY!!!
By Bunny Eisenberg / M.I. Cancer Unit
Each year the Pap Corps group here in Majestic Isles has tried to come up with new fund raising ideas. Some of us
have difficulty holding cards. That's how the idea to make card racks got started.
Luckily for us, along came Marty Baron to the rescue. He has been buying and donating all the wood. He cuts the
wood to size and then saws the correct angle for the cards. All this work takes a lot of time and effort. We want him
to know how much we appreciate all he has done to help us raise funds for fighting cancer. That money could not
have been raised without Marty. You are a special guy!!! Thanks, with kisses.
Next month: Spotlight on Hadassah
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Majestic Isles Little Theater
Meeting January 8, 2012
By Selma Friedman

Yes, Majestic Isles does have talent! And such a
variety! We had singers, dancers, instrumentalists, a
comedienne, artists, costume designer and maker on
display. Wonderful! And such a dedicated behind
the scenes crew. Thank you.
Thank you to the warm, receptive, and appreciative
audience. That really makes such a difference. Ron
Seitler acted as host for the evening and introduced
and conducted “This really big show.”
Isabel Lubchansky, resplendent in a magnificent
costume designed and sewn by Marian Held, started
the evening with lip sync to Carmen Miranda. She
was accompanied by two caballeros – Norman Katz
and Erwin Silling. David Katz gave out with his full
baritone voice, singing “My Way.” To the pleasure of
our audience, Norm Katz played a delightful group of
folk songs on the harmonica. Our romantic duo Fran
and Erwin Silling sang simple, beautiful love songs
from “Guys and Dolls,” and Phil Chermak sang and
‘‘swang” a love song, “Destiny,” with a truly
beautiful dedication to his wonderful wife, Marilyn.
Jack Lust, violinist, performed an old familiar
Yiddish melody. Selma Friedman accompanied Fran
and Erwin, David and Jack.
Reggie Zimmerman, in an arrangement from Walt
Disney, sang a tribute to Pinocchio. Estelle Snyder
made you believe she was Phyllis Diller in her clever
routine. And that outfit! Wow! Selma Friedman
got serious singing “You’ll Never Walk Alone,” to
the accompaniment of a CD of herself playing the
piano. A fantastic backdrop of “Bottle Dancers”
designed and painted by Bill Broth, set the scene for
our wonderful trio of “Bottle Dancers” (Barbara
Portnoff, Phil Chermak, and Ed Strauber). It was
wonderful to watch. Three ladies, Isabel, Nancy
Levitan and Wynne Shilling came out to join them in
a handkerchief dance. The outfits for the trio were
put together by Rita Dick. Herb Levin dedicated his
performance to “New York, New York,” and
rounding out the show was a good old hootenanny
with Wynne and John Shilling supplying some good
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singing and autoharp playing. Audience participation
was encouraged!
We had a big technical crew: Ira Schneider on video,
Buddy Koch on audio, Marty Baron on spotlight,
Milton Swersky and Mark Jaffie on curtain, props
and all-around help. The whole “little” monthly
meeting was organized and produced by co-directors:
Seena Calder, Barbara Portnoff and Ed Strauber.
Thanks.
We are looking forward to seeing all of you on
Sunday February 12 for a radio show version of that
old classic, “Double Indemnity” produced by Phil
Chermak. I’m sure Marty Baron and Nancy Levitan
and the Hospitality Committee will again have
wonderful desserts and coffee. Again, thanks.

WOMEN'S CLUB
By Ruth Oppler, President
Women’s Club got the year off to a terrific start with
our annual installation/membership luncheon at
Stonebridge Country Club on Jan. 9. Everyone had a
wonderful time.
Mark your calendars for upcoming events:
Feb. 4: We will hold our Valentine's Dinner Dance
at the Delray Country Club. This is co-sponsored
with the Men's Club. Flyers are in the back lobby.
March 12: We are working on a possible bus trip to
Vero Beach or Sawgrass mall for a day of shopping
that will be open to all members and guests. An
alternative may be a speaker, or boat ride or entertainment at our meeting. We will announce the
decision in next Month’s Majestic Isles News.
April 30: Canasta tournament at our clubhouse
We welcome suggestions from our members for
programs that you think would be of interest to our
membership. My hardworking board and I would
love to hear from you.
Please join the women's club and take part in all of
these activities. Dues are only $10. Just drop the
check in the women's club mailbox in back lobby.
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BOOK TALKS

Doris Davidoff

By Judy Markowitz

We could not have ordered
better weather for our
excursion to the Everglades
in January. The wonderful
At-Tah-Thi-Ki
Seminole
Museum exceeded our
greatest expectations. We
were all fascinated with the displays in this
wonderful museum.

On Wednesday, February 15, Bonnie Golub will be
discussing “Olive Kitteridge” by Elizabeth Strout.
The book, “a novel in stories,” brings to life a
community on the coast of Maine, a New England
town where people serve baked beans when company
comes and speak in Down East accents. The book is
well written and thought provoking.

After the museum, we set out on our Billie Swamp
Safari. Every part of this was exciting, from the
buggy ride over land and water to the critter show,
ending with an airboat ride on which we glided over
the Everglades, “River of Grass.” One memorable
highlight on the buggy ride that we didn’t expect was
the chance to view a true reality show, with two male
elands (relatives of antelopes) fighting over a female.
We still have room in all categories for our 15-night
Italian Mediterranean cruise from Aug. 24-Sept. 8,
2012. We’ll spend one night flying to London and 14
nights on Royal Caribbean’s Independence of the
Seas, departing from Southampton on Aug. 25 and
visiting eight exciting European ports before
returning home.
The price of this cruise includes transportation
between Majestic Isles and the airport, the flights to
and from London, the cruise, and some cocktail
parties, in addition to at least $100 shipboard credit,
port charges and taxes, and ship gratuities. There will
be some “surprises” as well. Majestic Isles snowbirds
are welcome on this trip, as are friends or relatives
from other cities, as the trip really starts in London.
Watch channel 63 and the Majestic Isles website for
information on an April trip to St. Augustine. Flyers
for all trips are in the back lobby. Complete the
reservation form on the flyer for the trip you want
and put it, along with payment, in the Travel Club’s
mailbox.
The Travel Club is open to all Majestic Isles residents
and their friends and relatives, even if they don’t live
here. Everyone is welcome. There is no membership
fee. To see what future trips are available and to see
pictures from past trips, visit the Travel Club’s
website at www.majesticisles.com/travelclub.htm.

The presence of Olive Kitteridge, a seventh grade
math teacher and the wife of a pharmacist, links the
13 stories of the book. A big woman, she's like a
planetary body, exerting a strong gravitating pull. In
several stories Olive is at the center, but in a few she
makes only a fleeting appearance. Olive isn't a nice
person. Olive's son notes, “You make people feel
terrible.” But as the stories continue, a more
complicated portrait of the woman emerges. Olive
loves her son very much despite the fact that she
often calls him derogatory names. Her husband is a
kind man and she loves him too, although she has
trouble expressing it.
Just as Olive's self-awareness and empathy develop
over the course of the book, so does the reader's. The
pleasure in reading “Olive Kitteridge” comes from an
intense identification with complicated, not always
admirable characters. There is nothing mawkish or
cheap in this book. There is simply the recognition
that we need to try to understand people, even if we
can't stand them. Join us to discuss this enjoyable
and thought provoking book.

I claim there ain't
Another Saint
As great as Valentine.
Ogden Nash
If you can believe it, Hollywood wanted to change my
birth date. I was born after Valentine's Day, so they
wanted to change it to February 14. A Latin lover
should be born on Valentine's Day. I said no.
Cesar Romero
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SNOWBIRDS
By Bobbe Greene
More than 40 Snowbirds attended a
wonderful Welcome Back Brunch on
Jan. 6. A big thank you goes to the
committee members for again
outdoing themselves.
Joel Rosenthal spoke to the group about what has
been done in the community in the past year and
newly elected Board member, Liz Hopwood, talked
about her hopes for the coming year.
Our price for purchasing tickets to see “My Fair
Lady” is lower than the box office rates. Feb. 12 is
the deadline for getting these front orchestra tickets.
Everyone in the community is invited to attend this
matinee on Feb. 29 at the Broward Stage Door
Theatre. According to the management, there are
very few seats available for this show. Please put
your checks for $34 for members and $36 for nonmembers and guests into the Snowbird mailbox to the
attention of Jack and Bobbe Greene.
Plans for the trip to Naples have been tabled. Judy
Goldsmith is looking into venues for our end of the
season dinner.

SINGLES
By Ellin Goldstein
The Seniors’ Leisure Series at Kravis is half over and
the shows have been very enjoyable. The dinners
afterwards have been great, too.
We’ll hold a Valentine’s Day Party, catered by Paul
Mendelsohn, on February 18. Doris Davidoff will
assist Paul. Remember to have a light dinner first, as
this will be appetizers and desserts only.
On March 10, the Singles will be attending the
Florida Follies. Contact Roberta (736-6387) for
more information.
April will be a very busy month. A group is going to
see “Laughing Matterz” for $60 at Broward Theater.
On the April 21, the Singles are having dinner
catered by TooJays with a speaker, Myrna Goldberg.
She should be very entertaining. The price will be
$15. More information will follow.
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FIRE PREVENTION TIPS
(From a retired fireman)
STOP, DROP AND ROLL
We all remember this from elementary school when a
firefighter came to visit.
It can save your life.
There are many fire prevention tips to follow to
reduce the risk of fires starting in your home.
Smoke Alarms and Detectors:
1. Remember to check them regularly for proper
function.
2. Change their batteries at least once a year.
3. Changing your smoke detector batteries when you
change your clock is a good way to remember.
4. If there is a fire in your house, do not call from
your house. You will be wasting valuable time you
can be using to save your life.
Have a Plan:
1. Make sure everyone knows two (2) ways out of
each room in the house.
2. If one exit route is blocked, have a backup plan.
3. Also agree on a place to meet to do a “head count”
once you evacuate the house.
Smokers:
Never smoke while in bed or when you are sleepy.
Cooking:
1. Keep cooking area clear of combustibles.
2. Make sure to keep all pot handles turned inward so
they are not accidentally knocked over.
3. Try to wear short sleeves or fitted clothes so your
sleeves don’t catch fire.
4. In case a Grease Fire occurs:
a. Carefully and calmly slide a lid over the pot to
smother the flames
b. Turn off the burner.
c. Don’t move the pan.
d. Keep the lid on until the pan is completely cool.
e. Baking soda may be used to suffocate the fire.
f. Never put water on a grease fire.
g. Never attempt to take a grease fire outside. It will
be too hot to carry and you will drop it, causing a
major house fire.
Clothes Dryers:
1. Never leave your clothes dryer on when you are
not home.
2. Remember to clean the lint trap frequently to keep
the airway clear.
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YIDDISH CLUB

By Dave Feinberg

By Reggie Zee

Eight more weeks to go folks. Things are getting hotter,
teams are closing up and it’s getting tougher to win points.

On Sunday Dec. 25, 2011, The Yiddish Club opened
its Chanukah party with Harold Morrison’s
wonderful rendition of the blessing of the Chanukah
candles. Everyone then joined in with the singing of
“Rock of Ages,” “I Have a Little Dreidle” and a few
more Chanukah songs.

WEEK 16 – MEN:
Fred Katz
Bob Rosenhouch
Al Lynn

HIGH GAME
165
157
152

Fred Katz
Bob Rosenhouch
Al Lynn

WEEK 16 – WOMEN: HIGH GAME
Estelle Snyder
Eleanor Krongold
Sandy Gardner
WEEK 17 – MEN:
Al Lynn
Bob Rosenhouch

177
158
148

425
441
429

HIGH SERIES

Estelle Snyder
Eleanor Krongold
Sandy Gardner

HIGH GAME
159
151

HIGH SERIES

460
427
398

HIGH SERIES

Al Lynn
Bob Rosenhouch

423
442

WEEK 17 – WOMEN: HIGH GAME HIGH SERIES
Gladys Cohen
Shirley Scheffel
WEEK 18 – MEN:
Arnie Everett
Bob Rosenhouch
Marvin Sherman

165
159

Gladys Cohen
Shirley Scheffel

HIGH GAME
172
168
154

453
385

HIGH SERIES

Bob Rosenhouch
Marvin Sherman

454
432

WEEK 18– WOMEN: HIGH GAME HIGH SERIES
Sandy Gardner
Eleanor Krongold
Shirley Scheffel
WEEK 19 – MEN:
Bob Rosenhouch
Dave Feinberg
Marvin Sherman

163
158
152

Sandy Gardner
Eleanor Krongold

HIGH GAME
184
165
164

413
462

HIGH SERIES

Bob Rosenhouch
Dave Feinberg

463
429

WEEK 19– WOMEN: HIGH GAME HIGH SERIES
Gladys Cohen
Eleanor Krongold
Shirley Scheffel
WEEK 20 – MEN:
Bob Rosenhouch
Marvin Sherman
Dave Feinberg

134
132
127

Gladys Cohen
Eleanor Krongold
Shirley Scheffel

HIGH GAME
186
176
161

378
359
342

180
140
138

Pearl Kornblum paid tribute to Reggie, the club’s
founder. She in turn thanked the many members who
have helped make the club so wonderful: Fran and
Mike Ost, Norman Katz, Jerry and Lil Raske, Marty
and Joan Baron, Teddy and Florence Lipshitz, Morris
and Gilda Berman, Norman and Fran Katz, Bernie
and Renee Freedman, Irwin and Sandy Zivitz, Lee
Katz, Leo Zimmerman, Doris Davidoff and last, but
not least our new member Mindy Barcham.
As always, thanks to Bonnie, who was outstanding
with her help to make this Chanukah party so
successful and joyful. We welcomed all the new
members and guests, and again thanks to all! Let’s
have a continued wonderful Yiddish Culture Club!
May you all stay well and pain-free for the year.
The next meeting will be the first Sunday in
March. Further information will be on channel 63.
Please pay your dues for 2012. The dues are $8.00
and may be left in the YCC box in the back hall.
Thank you so much!

HIGH SERIES

Bob Rosenhouch
Marvin Sherman
Dave Feinberg

489
430
439

WEEK 20– WOMEN: HIGH GAME HIGH SERIES
Gladys Cohen
Gladys Feldman
Sandy Gardner

Dave Katz then sang a powerful “God Bless
America” and Dr. Raul Friedkes sang a spirited
“Hatikva.” Reggie Zee accompanied them both.
Norman Katz on his special harmonica gave us a few
delightful numbers from “Fiddler on the Roof.” It
was fantastic! Jack Lust, with his new amplifier,
entertained us with lovely violin selections. A DVD
of Reggie singing Yiddish selections was shown on
our big screen to complete the entertainment.

Gladys Cohen
Gladys Feldman
Sandy Gardner

435
369
401

Let’s keep up the great bowling by everyone. It’s
going to be a slam-dunk finish!

Meet Me At The Clubhouse
Sunday, Feb. 19, 2 -4 p.m.
(See page 7)

ACTIVITY CALENDAR

Wed.
Thurs.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Wed.
Thurs.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Wed.
Thurs.
Sat.
Sun.

20
21
25
26

Mon.
Tues.
Sat.
Sun.

29

Wed

12:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m
4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
12:00 noon
6:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00
12:30 p.m.

Hadassah
C.O.P.
Men/Women’s Clubs
Men’s Club
Board of Directors
Association
Board of Directors
Social Club
M.I.L.T.
Investment Group
Book Talks and More
Cancer Research
Singles
Travel Club
Community
Hadassah
Social Club
Social Club
Majestics Bowling
Travel Club
Snowbirds

March
Novem
ber
May

1
2
4
5
6
8
9
11
12
13
15
16
18
19

1
2
3
4

5
8
9
10
11
12

Thurs. 10:00 a.m.
Fri.
8:00 p.m.
Sat.
7:00 p.m.
Sun.
9:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Mon.
2:00 p.m.
Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
Fri.
4:30 p.m
Sat.
8:00 p.m.
Sun.
8:00 p.m.
Mon.
4:00 p.m.

Card Party (p, a)
Meeting (f, h)
Valentine Dance (p, h)
Breakfast (p, h)
Meeting (f, h)
Shredding truck (p, h)
Meeting (f, h)
Movie Time (p,h)
Workshop (members free, others $2, f)
Discussion (f, h)
Discussion (f, h)
Meeting (p, h)
Valentine Party (p, h)
Meeting (f, h)
MIMATCH (see article p. X) f, h)
Study Group (f, h)
Meeting (f, h)
Showtime (p, h)
Meeting (f, h)
Meeting (f, h)
Theater (p, a)

C.O.P.
Social Club
Hadassah
Men’s Club
Yiddish Club
Board of Directors
Board of Directors
Singles
M.I.L.T.
M.I.L.T.
Investment Group

Feruary

February 1, 2012 – March 31, 2012

Meeting (f, a)
Movie Time (p, h)
Gala (p, h)
Breakfast (p, h)
Meeting (f, h)
Workshop (f, h)
Meeting (f, h)
Meeting (f, h)
Show (p, h)
Show (p, h)
Discussion (f, h)

Too many events – too little space! March events scheduled after the 12th of the month will
be listed in the March issue of the Majestic Isles News.

Watch channel 63 for additions, cancellations, or changes in date or time.
For additional information, please contact an officer of the appropriate club,
not the Majestic Isles Office.
f = free, p = paid, a = away, h = home
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